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As part of our new platform for webinar based learning discussions, eg conversations will also feature 
documented written interviews, made available exclusively to webinar attendees. This month’s eg 
conversations featured a conversation on Sustainability, and how SEGD community members are integrating 
sustainable principles into their practices, discussion with clients and design teams, and application on 
projects. Below are the responses from the webinar participants themselves. 
 
DM – Dave Miller, Nova Polymers 
BG – Beth Gillispie, Acorn Sign Graphics 
MC – Michael Courtney, Michael Courtney Design 
NP – Naomi Pearson, Design Consultant 
TH – Tom Horton, Gensler 
 

 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
eg 1 > How does your practice or business integrate sustainable principles into the every day, or business model; How do you 

communicate your integrative philosophy? 
 

DM > Just good sound decisions that are environmentally responsible, and equally as important, fiscally responsible. 
It can range from as something as simple as using packaging materials that are used in what we receive and 
also in the packaging of goods that we ship. Our Novacryl material is a great example of an integrated product. 
We did not launch a new "green" product; we simply changed our material make-up from virgin materials to 
40% post-industrial content. We did not make that "special" because it is simply what should be done.  

 
That message is in everything we do. From the way that we conduct business from a manufacturing (JIT) 
philosophy, to shipping from many distribution facilities to reduce our carbon impact, the packaging we use, the 
materials that we sale (recycled content, green guard certified)  

 
BG > Integrating sustainable principles into every day practice at the personal and business model levels means a 

commitment to a "way of life" similar to the commitments we make when we say we are going to have a "more 
healthy lifestyle." Once the awareness is heightened and there is a genuine shift in the way we look at the 
world, it permeates every choice. There is then a domino effect from hundreds of large and small steps—from 
the design of our own work space to strategy; from marketing to capital investments, from what we read to how 
we problem solve, hire, create, etc. Gandhi’s words apply:  "be the change you wish to see in the world."   

 
 Communicating the philosophy: external standard vehicles...website, blog, architects notebooks and marketing 

materials (using visibly eco-friendly binders; paper; speaking directly to LEED and sustainable design and 
fabrication). More subtle presence in our entire work space: our design showroom with huge swinging steel 
doors gridded with changeable eco-friendly materials to inspire the possibilities in selecting sustainable 
materials and supported with resource library and other samples; our trade show booth for Green constructed 
with green materials (eco-friendly cork flooring with direct to substrate printed LEED icons; eco-friendly 
Falconboard construction of displays) and showing eco-friendly sign products; presence in 
community/professional green events and "thought leader" participation in seminars such as this reinforce that 
our brand is infused with sustainable philosophy and practice. Internal vehicles such as our Green Team; 
continuing education; performance development evaluation contributes to the enhancement of our sustainable 
efforts in company practices and/or product development. 

 
TH >  Gensler is deeply committed to creating positive change and delivering high performance through the power of 

design in six areas, or lenses: Energy, Water, Materials, Health, Ecology, and Community. Our approach ranges 
from integral strategies, which are things we do on every project every day that our clients may not even be 
aware of, like specifying low VOC paints and using products that have recycled content, all the way up to 
transformative strategies, which require a significant commitment by the client team to allow us to pursue 
every possible sustainable design advantage, often resulting in a LEED Platinum architectural project, or 
beyond. We have the advantage of in-house green leadership staff who have developed sustainable design 
education materials backed by performance metrics, which are powerful incentives for our clients to adopt 
green techniques.   
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eg 2 > What's the state of clients and owners interest in making smart choices about their buildings EG and signage programs 

and how is that being applied from a delivery standpoint with respect to program and products?  
 

DM > The solutions have to make fiscal sense as well as environmental. I think that every day there are more 
opportunities to have conversations relating to this as the knowledge level increases. Having a conversation 
about how today something does cost more, but over the life span or even "near long term" how it can have a 
major impact on cost of ownership that includes impact on building occupants and quality of life. 

 
BG > Less interest than we expected—even at GreenBuild. However, the number of LEED certified interior designers 

and architects continues to grow and their presence in small and large firms is a testimonial to the 
attractiveness of accredited professionals practicing in this arena. Benefits of sustainable design are prioritized 
with high dollar return elements such as energy savings. EGD elements do not generally produce credits in the 
LEED system (with the exception of innovation in design.) "Smart choices" for clients & owners center on 
functionality and "look", price and turnaround speed. If sustainable design and signage programs are presented 
within these higher priorities, then interest rises.  That said, we still receive inquiries from people all around 
the country who find us on the Internet and report they are unable to find a resource with sustainable solutions 
in their own communities. 

 
MC >  In our region, the A/E community is on board, as are the major developers and the regulatory agencies. So the 

conversation isn’t “can we make this sustainable?” It’s “yes, we want this and how far can you take this?” 
Specifically, in Seattle, we have a very progressive regulatory situation. The City of Seattle has actively changed 
the Code to encourage Super Green projects that push the envelope. The Bullitt Center is a good example of a 
‘Living Building’ with a roof that is a solar collector that’ll generate as much energy as the building uses, fresh 
air and daylight, etc. 
>> [bullittcenter.org] 
 

NP >  There is a great deal of interest and awareness about highly effective signage programs as communication. 
Durability is also a big driver. 

 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
eg 3 > Who is driving the process? Where is the demand coming from? When do you start the conversation? Do you, your client, 

the architect, or owners drive it?  
 

DM > In the signage market, the drive is coming from design and building owners. Sign companies (for the most part 
Acorn and a few others excluded) will simply not pay more for a product that incorporates a sustainable 
solution. Bottom line, sometimes the "right" solution does cost more, but often times it does not have to. The 
goal is to work towards finding sustainable solutions that are cost with more inclusion in products and 
processes. I think many times the processes or methodologies that can have more impact than materials are 
over looked - but that’s another topic. 

 
BG > With the exception of "like minded kindred spirit" owners and clients who come to us specifically because we 

operate with a sustainable focus or specifically looking for sustainable design/signage (which we estimate to 
be less than 20% of our sales), we are the drivers of the process. Clients generally say "what do you have or 
what can you do" rather than "this is what I want." We source, create, and present sustainable solutions, and of 
course, most of our clients are beneficiaries of our sustainable practices even though they are unaware of 
the ways this is occurring. However, similar to the transition of organic foods from specialty markets to being 
available in most grocery stores, we believe there will be a growing expectation for the availability of 
sustainable options and the ability to "buy green." We responded last month to an RFP from a major university 
for interior and exterior signage (including design, fabrication and installation) that had as one of its 
requirements a Sustainability section. 

 
MC >  Any time is a good time [to start the conversation]. For the most impact, and to get the projects into a budget, 

the best time to set ideas in motion is during Programming and Concept stages.  We were hired to develop a 
comprehensive EGD program for a Health Care provider with a central campus and 16 satellites. Starting the 
project, we set a goal of an upgraded appearance – location to location; with consistent size, location, and 
presentation. However, we realized the satellites did not share jurisdictions or Code requirements. In the 
Concept phase, we took a comprehensive look at the project and the challenges, studied all the Codes, and 
designed a family of exterior sign types that’d meet 95% of the code requirements (and customized the 
remaining ones to meet one jurisdiction’s requirement). By doing this, we reduced the potential changes by 25% 
with the resulting reduction in materials, site and installation visits (fuel, carbon emissions) and to the client’s 
delight, 25% off the budget. All with the same quality and schedule. 
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We have added a “sustainable” page to our proposals, talking briefly about what we have done to date, and 
helping clients and architects ‘see’ how we can help. We ask up front, in the interview, in the kick off meeting. If 
it’s a new building, the architects are often already talking to the owner about sustainability. We are discussing 
making an EGD/Green Checklist to review as part of our kick-off meeting. 

 
NP >  I find that making environmentally preferable design choices are something that I, or another member of the 

design team initiates.  
 
TH >  Many of our clients have come to realize the advantage, and positive effect on their bottom line, that adopting 

sustainable technologies and practices can bring. It is a no-brainer that specifying LED lighting in an 
illuminated sign results in lower power consumption and reduced maintenance costs over the life of the fixture. 

 
The demand is coming from all participants in the project process. Government is requiring projects to follow a 
sustainable design path through code and legislation; owners want to achieve energy savings and health 
benefits in their buildings; materials developers see a growing market for products that support a LEED rating; 
and designers are answering the challenge by continually pushing to come up with new ideas, solutions and 
approaches.  

 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
eg 4 > More of the practices we’re seeing used in projects have nothing to do with “specialty” materials, but are just common 

sense rules for using less, and making things easy to fix, maintain, and last longer. How should designers approach 
these elements with respect to their design process? 

 
DM > I think what we just did at ISA Expo was a good start. We created an environment that brought designers, 

materials manufacturers and sign companies together in a way that aloud each "side" the see the others side of 
the "carton" so to speak. We know there is a gap between design and build and once fabricators understand the 
goals and designers understand material limitations and sizes - each can begin to work in a more collaborative 
manner. Being aware of material alternatives and their sizes can really help a designer tweak a design size to 
dramatically increase yield. That often times will make such an impact on a project that it allows a designer to 
incorporate a higher dollar material in the design than they would have otherwise simply due to the more 
responsible layout/yield/design. 

 
BG > Designers and clients benefit tremendously in their ability to incorporate these elements if they include 

fabricators in the conversation early in the process. Fabricators bring expertise in ways to increase material 
yields; best construction for efficiencies, changeability and durability; as well as material selection 
recommendations. 
 

MC >  We have updated our specifications package (LED lighting, low-VOC paints, etc.). We specify recycled materials 
(i.e. aluminum), easy to replace elements (i.e. replacing panels not whole frames, assemblies, etc.), and 
incorporate local materials. Not a new idea, but sometimes we can reuse an existing structure and ‘skin over’ it 
for the new project. 

 
Local materials: we’ve used local stone for the bases of these two university projects. One tip: campuses often 
have a materials palette they use to develop consistency in the look of the architecture and it also is durable. 
Ask the campus architect for guidance. 

 
NP >  Many of the more sustainable materials and strategies like recyclable metals, paring down on material 

layers and mechanically fastened parts that allow for updatability over time are often easy sells anyway 
because clients are typically very concerned about minimizing maintenance and durability over time. I have 
found that if I pitch the durability and flexibility pros of a proposed design first, and then say something like “and 
it's sustainable too,” as if that's icing on the cake, I get buy-in easily because it all just makes sense. That way 
the client isn't giving up anything; in fact they are gaining something extra because they can feel good about 
being green and doing the right thing. 

 
TH >  Sometimes it does take more effort to design something that has been reduced to its most basic function and 

aesthetic, but the results are ultimately worth it- consider how Jobs obsessed over every nuance of Apple 
products' design, and how the buying public responded. Each time we are developing a system or object, we 
think how can we simplify this- how can we reduce the information down to its most basic level, or does this 
really need to be painted, or can I hide the hardware so it is clean, avoiding adhesive, etc. Less is more really is 
our mantra. Additionally, supporting the local community is part of our sustainable values and something we 
emphasize to our clients and fabricators. For example, buying local products at locally own businesses makes a 
big difference: For every $1 spent at a local business, $0.45 is invested locally. For every $1 spent at a 
corporate chain, only $0.15 is invested locally. (Sources: Sustainable Seattle and Civic Economics.) 
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eg 5 > What are the methodologies that you employ in your projects to meet or exceed best practices and where are you 

typically applying them? 
 

DM > This is again about consulting about material size limitations and incorporating materials that are low energy to 
produce (methodology) and have minimal or no impact on the environment - in both harvesting, manufacturing 
of product or any waste that could be produced. 

 
BG > Methodologies for creating sustainable solutions in our projects guided by:  

 

• Design and fabrication eco-focus 
• Provide education and interpretation 
• Longevity 
• Modularity/flexibility 
• Mechanical fastening 
• Energy & lighting efficiency 
• Air & environmental quality 
• Eco-conscious graphics/printing 
• Resource management: reclaimed & recycled content; recyclable and natural materials; material source 

 
Application begins with design (both custom and in our standard offerings), flows through fabrication with lean 
manufacturing processes; shipping and installation. See  "How to be a Green Sign Company" video  
>> [youtu.be/2poVXw3B6NI] 

 
NP >  An understanding of cutting edge materials like an improved powder coating process that just came out makes 

it easier to pitch better practices for the exhibits and wayfinding projects I work on. Making a couple standard 
material switches to new materials; Polyofelin instead of vinyl wherever the application allows and Alumicore 
instead of Sintra. Also using aluminum panels, with recycling in mind instead of phenolic panels. Simply 
changing habits has been a major shift. We’re creatures of habit, and habits are tough to break. 

 
TH >  We are constantly looking for new materials that utilize recycled content, or are manufactured using 

environmentally responsible processes and chemicals. This is tough because these materials are often used in 
environments where they must be durable and long lasting- our clients expect this. However, we keep pushing, 
because, as a global leader in our industry, we recognize that our efforts have the potential to create innovation 
and market transformation. We increasingly use digital technologies in our environments- and LED has been a 
game changer both in its ability to be used on a massive scale while still be energy-efficient. 

 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
eg 6 > What are the current limitations with experimental materials and methods? Where are the opportunities for 

improvement and who are the players who are pushing the boundaries of what’s possible? 
 

NP >  More than anything – durability is a limitation. Clients are wary of specifying a material or method they think 
might fail. Unless there’s a successful track record known, there’s a risk. One improvement would come from 
more sharing amongst designers, fabricators, etc. about what's worked well, and what hasn’t. I’ve found that 
anyone who's concerned about toxic and generally negative impacts of especially un-sustainable practices is 
game for pushing the boundaries; whether they are designers, clients, fabricators, lighting consultants, 
engineers, etc. The drive can come from anyone in any field. 

 
TH >  Paints and coatings are still one of the frontiers that have further opportunities - Matthews has come out with 

an ultra-low VOC polyurethane paint that we are trying for exterior applications.  However, we have to be 
cautious about testing unproven materials or processes in our projects as our clients do not like surprises if, 
for example, a material does not stand up to durability expectations. 
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eg 7 > Have we approached the tipping point where sustainable models are no longer considered costlier as the long term cost 

analysis allows for a sustainable ROI? Cite examples where you have modeled this where the upfront cost pays back 
over the life cycle of the project? 

 
DM > We are getting there, but in signage this is being driven by material manufacturers and designers. The average 

size of a sign company in North America is 6.5 employees. Organizations of that size are often not in a position 
significantly influence decisions or drive trends. 

 
NP >  We're getting there but I still often hear that knee-jerk response about sustainable models meaning higher 

cost; it’s simply not true. Paring down on material, for example, saves money. Folding sustainability 
into durability makes for an easy package to sell. No one wants a piece that won't last, that they will have to 
spend time and money replacing.  

 
TH >  We have little empirical data related to EGD project specifically, but architecturally where you have an entire 

building to measure, the data does suggest sustainable design practices lead to a positive ROI. Many 
sustainable products are not more expensive than their unsustainable counterparts. Also, based on recent 
studies (Kats 2010), there is a perception that green design costs about 17% more than traditional design, but 
on average it only costs 1.5% more. And, when cost is broadened to include a long-term assessment, green 
design is typically far more financially responsible. 

 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
eg 8 > Looking forward, where do you see the opportunities that are still untapped, underdeveloped, and what can designers 

and fabrications do to take advantage of this? What will the implications be on the continued integration of technology be 
on the physical built environment? 

 
DM > I like to think of a future state where there is less conversation about the environment because it is integrated 

into what we do every day - something that does not need to be 'considered" or "discussed by our team". We are 
getting to that place, but it is less about products and more about how we think. I think it will create a more 
navigable environment that incorporates not inly technology to asset with way finding, but will incorporate 
locally source materials that reflect the geography of that specific project. RFID, NFC, Panphonic audio are all 
very cool things that make the environment better - but I believe that real movement is going to be seen once 
our culture or approach to "responsibility" environment a land otherwise starts to evolve. Dynamic Digital is 
certainly the road forward in many aspects of signage and the built environment over all. I think that for some 
time this evolution will co-exist with traditional methods and eventually merge to where sign company ad 
manufacturers find easy to evolve, merge and incorporate the benefits of each into new solutions. 

 
BG > There are still many untapped opportunities:  
 

• More experimental materials and methods 
• More out of the box solar solutions 
• Geotagging in wayfinding: from navigating campuses to exploring exhibits 
• Digital graphics and interactive digital as the future of signage 
• Resource management: reclaimed & recycled content; recyclable and natural materials; material source 

 
In our company, we use the analogy that traditional rooms signs and directories with inserts are on their way to 
becoming as obsolete as buggy whips became after the invention of the Model T. We have to look to technology 
for hardware and software solutions.  

 
NP >  A change of standard practices we tend to fall back on is one way to adopt sustainable basics. Change the 

fundamentals toolbox. Thinking creatively not just about design, but about how we design is key. Some of us 
have been doing this, but a mainstream shift in habits is what’s needed. I have been mulling over how to reach 
designers who are not concerned or aware of environmental impacts. I have never heard anyone say that being 
green isn't a positive, but how do we inspire adoption of the more sustainable practices when it's not required 
by those who don’t see it as a priority? 

 
TH >  There is an interesting dichotomy that we are experiencing lately; a growing popularity of the personal “craft” 

movement using honest simple materials and emphasizing craftsmanship, contrasted with the integration of 
personal technology through Smartphone to guide and inform- the handheld device is the future of wayfinding. 
Through our projects, we are exploring how both these movements have applications to sign programs and 
environments. Bench top rapid prototyping is also a technology that we see entering the average design office- 
allows us to design and test complex products and details without committing to expensive shop mockups. 
































































































































